CHAPTER IV REFRACTION   PHENOMENA: REFRACTION BY ICE CRYSTALS
Introduction--—The cirrus clouds and others formed at temperatures considerably below 0° C. usually consist of small but relatively thick snowflakos with fla,t bases, or ice spicules with flat or, rarely, pyramidal bases, always hexagonal in pattern and detail, as shown by Fig. 186 from Bentley's remarkable collection of photomicrographs of snow crystals.
Light from the sun, for instance, obviously, takes many paths through such crystals and. produces, in each case, a corresponding and peculiar optical phenomenon. Several of these phenomena, the halo of 22° radius, the halo of 46° radius, the circumzenithal arc, parhelia, etc., are quite familiar, and. their explanations definitely known. Others, however, have so rarely been seen and measured that the theories of their formation are still somewhat in doubt. Finally, many phenomena, theoretically possible, as results of refraction by ice crystals, appear, so far, to have escaped notice.
Prismatic Refraction.—Since the phenomena caused by the passage of light through ice crystals are numerous, it will be most convenient, in discussing thorn, first, to obtain general equations for prismatic refrac-1 ion, and then, to substitute in these equations the numerical constants applicable to each particular case.
Deviation.-—Let, A (Fig. 187) be the angle between two adjacent faces of a prism ; let CE be the path of a ray of light in a plane normal to t heir intersection (direction of travel immaterial): let i and i1 be the angles between the ray and the normals in the surrounding medium, and r and r' the corresponding angles in the prism. Then the change in direction D of the ray is given by the equation
D = i + i' - (r + r') = i + i' - A.                    (1)
Minimum Deviation.—Minimum deviation occurs when -y-.- = 0 and
(    2   > 0.    But when
rf£_ l+f = 0, di=-df.
di                 d^        '
and as

